DepQBF is a search-based quantified Boolean formula (QBF) solver implementing the QCDCL paradigm. We submitted DepQBF as part of several tool packages to the QBFEVAL'18 competition, which was part of the FLoC Olympic Games 2018. These packages integrate DepQBF as a back end QBF solver and a preprocessing front end called QBFRelay. This front end consists of a shell script that runs several preprocessors in multiple rounds on a given QBF, thus resulting in incremental preprocessing. QBFRelay employs publicly available preprocessors developed by the QBF community and, additionally, our novel preprocessor QRATPre + that is based on a generalization of the QRAT proof system. We present an overview of DepQBF, QRATPre + , and QBFRelay and report on the performance of our submissions, which were awarded a medal in the FLoC Olympic Games.
Introduction
The satisfiability problem of quantified Boolean formulas (QBFs) is the canonical PSPACEcomplete problem and has many practically relevant applications in model checking and formal verification, for example. For practical applications, efficient QBF reasoning tools are highly requested. Unlike in propositional satisfiability (SAT), where conflict-driven clause learning (CDCL) [34] is the single dominating solving paradigm, several successful paradigms have emerged in the context of QBF. Moreover, it was empirically observed that preprocessing can have a highly positive impact on solving performance when coupled with certain paradigms, and a highly negative one when coupled with others [27, 28] .
QBFEVAL '18 1. is the 2018 edition in a series of competitive QBF evaluations with the goal to drive the development of QBF reasoning tools. We describe the tool packages we submitted to QBFEVAL'18, which include our search-based QBF solver DepQBF [21, 23] , the preprocessing module QBFRelay, and the preprocessor QRATPre + [24, 25] . QBFRelay is a front end used to apply effective preprocessing by running several preprocessors iteratively and incrementally on the given QBF. The preprocessed formula is forwarded to the back end solver DepQBF. The rationale behind combining DepQBF and QBFRelay is that preprocessing was found to be beneficial for search-based solvers in many cases. We apply the preprocessor QRATPre + in QBFRelay because it was the first available implementation of preprocessing based on the QRAT proof system [11] and on its generalization QRAT + [24] . As such, QRATPre + contributed functionality to the preprocessing module that was unique compared to the other tools used in QBFRelay. Our submissions were awarded a medal in the FLoC Olympic Games, 2. which demonstrates their competitiveness with state-of-the-art solvers.
Overview
In the following, we first present an overview of DepQBF, QRATPre + , and QBFRelay as the building blocks of the packages we submitted to QBFEVAL'18. Then we provide implementation details and report on experimental results.
Search-Based QBF Solving. DepQBF 3. is a search-based solver [8] with conflict-driven clause and solution-driven cube learning (QCDCL) [9, 18, 39] . It takes as input QBFs in prenex CNF (PCNF), which consist of a quantifier prefix and a quantifier-free CNF over propositional variables. QCDCL generalizes the successful CDCL paradigm from SAT to QBF. Similar to a CDCL SAT solver, a QCDCL QBF solver derives new learned clauses during the search process. The clauses that participate in the derivation of a new learned clause are selected depending on the current search context. The derivation of a learned clause relies on the Q-resolution calculus [17] and its variants, e.g. long-distance Q-resolution [38] . Q-resolution differs from propositional resolution as used in CDCL in the additional universal reduction rule, which allows the deletion of certain universal literals in clauses. In a dual way to learning clauses, learned cubes, i.e., conjunctions of literals, are derived in search contexts that correspond to satisfiable subcases. The given PCNF to be solved is augmented by the learned clauses and cubes with the purpose to guide backtracking and the future search process of the solver.
Since its initial release [21] , DepQBF integrates the standard dependency scheme [33] . In general, a dependency scheme allows to exploit independence of certain variables in order to strengthen the universal reduction rule in Q-resolution. Exploiting independence by dependency schemes and related concepts was explored in practical work on solving [29] and in theoretical work on QBF proof complexity [6] .
The variant of DepQBF we submitted to QBFEVAL'18 is based on version 6.03 [23] . Compared to previous versions, version 6.03 comes with an advanced technique for cube learning [19] by tightly integrating blocked clause elimination [5, 10] into the QCDCL workflow. Thereby, the goal is to dynamically and temporarily remove clauses that are redundant in the current search context. This may allow to learn shorter cubes earlier.
Additionally, version 6.03 integrates the SAT solver PicoSAT [4] (version 960 4. ) and the QBF solver Nenofex [20] (version 1.1 5. ). Nenofex is an expansion-based QBF solver. Expansion [1, 3, 12] and Q-resolution have different strengths, i.e., regarding QBF proof complexity these approaches are orthogonal to each other. PicoSAT and Nenofex are applied dynamically in QCDCL as resource-bounded, incomplete QBF oracles. These oracles are used to solve the QBF within the current search context. Depending on the results returned by the oracles, new clauses and cubes can potentially be derived and used as ordinary learned clauses and cubes [26] . Due to the integration of expansion in QCDCL via Nenofex, the solver potentially can produce proofs that are exponentially shorter than without expansion.
The variant of DepQBF we submitted to QBFEVAL'18 differs from version 6.03. The submitted one comes with a built-in module for limited preprocessing based on detecting clausal patterns that result from Tseitin translation [35] . By identifying such patterns, it is possible to reverse-engineer (parts of) the circuit structure of a given PCNF. We use reconstructed circuit information only to shift existential Tseitin definition variables in the prefix of the PCNF, if possible [2] . Apart from shifting variables, circuit information is not exploited during solving.
Generalizing the QRAT Proof System for Preprocessing. QRATPre + [25] is a QBF preprocessor that implements redundancy removal based on a generalization of the QRAT proof system [11] , called QRAT + [24] . The QRAT proof system simulates virtually all techniques applied in QBF reasoning tools, including expansion and long-distance resolution [14] , and allows for a complete workflow of preprocessing, solving, and certifying QBFs [7] . In the following, we present the high-level idea of preprocessing based on QRAT and QRAT + and refer to a related tool paper [25] for implementation details of QRATPre + .
Preprocessing based on QRAT and QRAT + aims at eliminating redundant clauses and universal literals from the PCNF. Informally, to this end the clauses C in the resolution neighborhood of a given clause C are inspected, cf. [13, 15, 16] . The resolution neighborhood is the set of all clauses that can potentially be resolved with C on a literal l ∈ C. If all the potential resolvents of C and C under certain conditions and restrictions are redundant, then either clause C or literal l ∈ C is redundant, depending on whether the variable of l is existential or universal, respectively. Thereby, redundancy of the potential resolvents is checked by tentatively adding the negated resolvent to the formula and trying to derive a conflict using QBF unit propagation. This approach requires to apply QBF unit propagation to abstractions of the formula where certain universal quantifiers are converted to existential ones. The QRAT + proof system generalizes QRAT by exploiting the quantifier prefix when checking resolvents in the resolution neighborhood. In our preprocessor QRATPre + , 6. we implemented resource-bounded preprocessing based on QRAT + to heuristically eliminate redundant clauses and universal literals.
Incremental Preprocessing. QBFRelay 7. is a shell script used to coordinate several preprocessors. It runs the preprocessors QxBF version 1.2 [22] , 8 . Bloqqer version 37 [5, 10] , 9. HQSpre version 1.3 [37] , 10. and QRATPre + version 1.0 with a time limit in sequences and in multiple rounds on a given QBF in prenex CNF. We use runsolver [32] 11. to control resources. The formula produced by one preprocessor is used as input for the next preprocessor in an execution sequence. Preprocessing stops as soon as the formula is solved or does not change 6. https://lonsing.github.io/qratpreplus/ 7. https://github.com/lonsing/qbfrelay 8. http://fmv.jku.at/qxbf/ 9. http://fmv.jku.at/bloqqer/ 10. https://projects.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/projects/dqbf/files 11. http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/~roussel/runsolver/ anymore. QBFRelay is inspired by promising experimental results related to incremental preprocessing [27] . Although the techniques applied by the preprocessors in QBFRelay overlap to some extent, diversity may result from different schedulings and implementations.
Bloqqer and HQSpre implement techniques like expansion of universal variables, blocked clause elimination with optional addition of hidden or covered literals, blocked literal elimination, and self-subsuming resolution. Techniques applied only in HQSpre are blocked literal addition, gate substitutions, SAT-based redundancy removal, and the use of dependency schemes to optimize universal variable expansion. QxBF is unique among the considered tools in QBFRelay in that it applies failed literal detection based on quantifier abstractions where certain universal quantifiers are converted to existential ones. This kind of abstractions are a restricted form of those applied in QRATPre + . The application of redundancy removal based on QRAT and QRAT + in QRATPre + is unique with respect to the other preprocessors. Some techniques such as blocked clause/literal elimination that are implemented in Bloqqer and HQSpre are subsumed by the elimination techniques implemented in QRATPre + .
QBFRelay can be configured via command line options to adapt the sets of called preprocessors, their execution ordering, and timeouts. It can also easily be extended by integrating further preprocessors. To this end, the preprocessor to be integrated has to satisfy the simple requirement that it terminates with an exit code of zero to indicate normal termination and with exit codes 10 and 20 to indicate that the formula was solved and found satisfiable or unsatisfiable, respectively (similar to the QBFEVAL competitions). The actual integration amounts to implementing a new function in the script for calling the preprocessor based on the pattern of the functions where the already integrated preprocessors are called.
Submitted Tool Packages and Experiments
We submitted the following tool packages to QBFEVAL'18. The package DepQBF-prefix-opt participated in the 2QBF and PCNF track and consists of the standalone solver DepQBF without preprocessing except limited reverse-engineering of the formula structure to optimize the quantifier prefix. We did not apply additional preprocessing in DepQBF-prefix-opt to allow for the straightforward generation of partial QDIMACS output certificates. 12. The package DepQBF-QxQBH consists of a combination of QBFRelay and DepQBF-prefixopt, where the letter code "QxQBH" indicates the use of the preprocessors QxBF ("Qx"), QRATPre + ("Q"), Bloqqer ("B"), and HQSpre ("H") in QBFRelay. We implemented a timeslicing approach in DepQBF-QxQBH to control the time spent on preprocessing and solving. In QBFEVAL'18 the time and memory limits were set to 900s and 32 GB. We determined the scheduling of the tools based on the results of many experiments using only one or at most two preprocessors in different orderings. This way, we obtained a basic picture of the impact of different orderings on the performance. However, it is important to note that such empirical approach of course largely depends on the underlying benchmark sets. There is no guarantee that the scheduling implemented in DepQBF-QxQBH performs best on any benchmark set. The scheduling consists of the following stages.
1. Filter instances using QBFRelay. To this end, we run two variants of QBFRelay on an instance. In one variant, first HQSpre and then Bloqqer is applied, and in the second variant that execution ordering is reversed. In each of these variants, we run at most two rounds. The total time limit for this stage was 60s. If the instance is solved already in this stage, then the result is returned immediately. Otherwise, the preprocessed formula is discarded.
2. Spend at most 60s to solve the original PCNF using DepQBF.
3. Optimize the quantifier prefix by limited reverse-engineering of the formula structure. In the following, the resulting formula is called the "prefix-optimized instance".
4. Spend at most 100s to filter the prefix-optimized instance by QBFRelay. Thereby, the same configurations of QBFRelay are used as in stage 1. As above, if the instance is solved, then the result is returned. Otherwise, the preprocessed formula is discarded.
5.
Spend at most 60s to solve the prefix-optimized instance by DepQBF.
6. Preprocess the prefix-optimized instances for at most 250s using QBFRelay. To this end, the preprocessors QxBF, QRATPre + , Bloqqer, and HQSpre are applied in that ordering for at most two rounds and with a time limit of 60s for each call of an individual preprocessor. If QBFRelay exceeds the resource limits then we run DepQBF on the prefix-optimized instance for the remaining amount of time. Otherwise, we run DepQBF on the preprocessed formula produced by QBFRelay, unless the prefix-optimized instance was solved already by QBFRelay.
Experiments
We present experiments to highlight the performance or our submissions to QBFEVAL'18. For a comprehensive comparison of our tools to state-of-the-art solvers, we refer to the official competition results and instead illustrate the impact of incremental preprocessing and of our novel preprocessor QRATPre + by supplementary experiments.
Official QBFEVAL'18 Results. The package DepQBF-QxQBH was ranked first in the 2QBF track, winning by a small margin, and second in the PCNF and hard instances tracks, respectively. In the latter track, only three solvers participated, and we used a different time-slicing strategy in DepQBF-QxQBH than in the PCNF track. DepQBF-QxQBH was awarded a medal in the FLoC Olympic Games.
Official QBFEVAL'19 Results. We submitted the same version of DepQBF-QxQBH that we submitted to QBFEVAL'18 also to the 2019 edition of QBFEVAL, 13. where it was ranked second in the PCNF track.
Supplementary Results. The following experiments were carried out on a cluster of Intel Xeon CPUs (E5-2650v4, 2.20 GHz) running Ubuntu 16.04.1. We used a limit of 1800s CPU time and 7 GB of memory, which is different from the setup of QBFEVAL'18. Table 1 shows the numbers of instances in the PCNF track of QBFEVAL'18 (463 instances) that were solved in the stages of the time-slicing approach implemented in DepQBF-QxQBH. Table 2a shows results obtained by various configurations of our workflow, where single preprocessors are omitted in all stages where applicable. When omitting preprocessor, we still allow 250s for the remaining tools in QBFRelay in stage 6. Moreover, the scheduling and other time limits remain the same as presented above.
In Table 1 , we analyze the instances solved by variant DepQBF-QxQBH and not by the best-performing one (DepQBF-QBH in Table 2a ) since the former applies all considered preprocessors. In the workflow, instances were solved by Bloqqer and HQSpre, but not by QxBF and QRATPre + . This is not surprising since QxBF and QRATPre + implement a much more limited set of techniques than Bloqqer and HQSpre and, if at all, are able to solve either only unsatisfiable or only satisfiable instances, respectively. Every stage except stage 3, where no solving attempt is made, contributes solved instances. The majority of instances (60%) is solved already in the first stage, where we used a small timeout of only 60s. These results illustrate the power of preprocessing as resource-bounded solving, cf. [27] .
We evaluate the impact of incremental preprocessing by omitting every single preprocessor in the workflow of QBFRelay. Table 2 shows related statistics for the PCNF (2a, 463 instances) and the 2QBF track (2b, 402 instances), and Figure 1 shows the respective cactus plots. As a baseline, we included the officially released version 6.03 of DepQBF in the experiments. The difference in solved instances between DepQBF with and without the variants of incremental preprocessing by QBFRelay is substantial on both PCNF and 2QBF instances. Optimizing the quantifier prefix of PCNF instances based on reverse-engineering the circuit structure as done in DepQBF-prefix-opt is beneficial compared to plain DepQBF-6.03. On PCNF instances, the variant DepQBF-QBH without QxBF outperforms variant DepQBF-QxQBH including all preprocessors by one instance. However, that latter variant performs best among all our variants on 2QBF instances. The use of Bloqqer and HQSpre in DepQBF-QxBH is crucial for performance since excluding any of these tools decreases the number of solved instances substantially. In addition to Bloqqer and HQSpre, QRATPre + is necessary to achieve top performance. When excluding it from preprocessing as in variant DepQBF-QxBH, then considerably fewer PCNF and 2QBF instances are solved.
Incremental preprocessing by QBFRelay outperforms the application of the single stateof-the-art preprocessors Bloqqer and HQSpre. In a related experiment not shown in the tables we ran only Bloqqer or HQSpre, respectively, on the PCNF instances with a timeout of 600s. With an additional timeout of 1800s for solving, DepQBF solved 198 instances preprocessed by Bloqqer and 270 instances preprocessed by HQSpre. These results emphasize the benefits of incremental preprocessing compared to single preprocessors, given that we allowed 1800s for preprocessing and solving for the results reported in the tables above. We refer to related work [25] for an additional evaluation of preprocessing using combinations of Bloqqer, HQSpre, and QRATPre + .
On 2QBF instances, we omitted DepQBF-prefix-opt in the evaluation because prefix optimization does not have any effects there. Instead, we considered the state-of-the-art 2QBF solver CADET-2.3.1 [30, 31] , which was ranked second after DepQBF-QxQBH in QBFEVAL'18. The results of CADET-2.3.1 are particularly remarkable given that it does not use preprocessing. The ranking in Table 2b differs from the official competition ranking as CADET-2.3.1 is ranked first and DepQBF-QxQBH second. The competition was run in a different computing environment. However, our results show that incremental preprocessing has a dramatic effect on the performance. The number of instances solved by variant DepQBF-QxQBH is more than three times larger than the one solved by DepQBF-6.03. Moreover, like on PCNF instances, the use of QRATPre + is necessary in addition to Bloqqer and HQSpre to achieve top performance. Without QRATPre + , DepQBF-QxBH solves 24 instances less than DepQBF-QxQBH. The difference between DepQBF-QxQBH and DepQBF-QxBH is due to instance families where QRATPre + is able to eliminate a considerable number of universal literals from the formulas.
Conclusion
We presented our submissions to QBFEVAL'18, which are combinations of search-based solving using our QCDCL solver DepQBF and incremental preprocessing using the preprocessing script QBFRelay. The iterative and incremental application of several preprocessors with different characteristics and employing different techniques in QBFRelay turned out to be crucial to achieve top performance. In our workflow, the majority of instances was solved already by incremental preprocessing using a small timeout of only one minute CPU time.
In the context of QCDCL solving, the official QBFEVAL'18 competition results and our experiments demonstrate the impact of incremental preprocessing and of preprocessing based on the QRAT and QRAT + proof systems implemented in QRATPre + . As future work, it is interesting to evaluate the impact of these approaches on solving paradigms other than QCDCL, e.g., expansion or incremental determinization [30] as applied in CADET-2.3.1.
In its nature, the time-slicing approach we implemented in DepQBF-QxQBH is similar to a very simple, sequential portfolio. It is effective in combining several, different techniques within a given timeout. However, our approach does not allow for a straightforward extraction of proofs and certificates, unlike, e.g., incremental determinization in the context 2QBF. Hence the lack of certification naturally limits the practical applicability of time-slicing, cf. [36] . This limitation can be overcome by an integrated solving and certification workflow that seamlessly integrates the individual techniques applied in the time-slicing approach, cf. [7] .
